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ABSTRACT
Nowadays smart home devices like Amazon Echo, Google Home
and Apple HomePod are more and more popular in homes of de-
veloped countries. We want to enable more applications like hand
movement tracking and gesture recognition on those smart speak-
ers, which are equipped with speaker and microphone arrays, so
as to assist people in many other unspoken ways. Basically we
track moving hands by detecting angle of arrival and estimating
distance from re�ected inaudible acoustic signals. In order to en-
able device-free hand tracking, there are several challenges in our
context: (i) the self-interference signal is dominant and the re�ected
signal from hand is very weak; (ii) there are multipath signals from
background environment and multi-re�ectors like �ngers and body;
(iii) limited inaudible bandwidth gives bad performance on wide-
band distance estimation.We address (i) by multilayer cancellation
and signal enhancement by beamforming, address (ii) by hybrid
FMCW distance estimation, improved near-�eld and far-�eld AOA
algorithms and multi-frequency optimization, and address (iii) by
Kalman Filtering coarse FMCW distance estimation and �ner phase
detection. We implement our system on a testbed with two speakers
and four microphones. Our results demonstrate the feasibility and
high accuracy of device-free hand tracking and gesture recognition
on smart hubs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As smart home devices move increasingly fast into people’s lives,
there is a growing need for new ways to interact with them except
for voice control. The Amazon Echo [1] should be the �rst com-
monly used smart speaker that can assist people in all kinds of ways
in our daily life–play music, make calls, set alarms and timers, ask
questions, control smart home devices, and more. Recently, Google
Home [2] has also been released to control our smart home with
voice, which works with more apps and connected devices.
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Figure 1: The system scenarios of EchoTrack.

The commercial success of these smart home devices has spurred
interest in developing other additional user interfaces that can fur-
ther assist the degree or level of control commands and provide
more . Hand movement tracking enables more precise control for
many kinds of voice commands. For example, when playing music,
a user can change its volume by saying “volume up" or “volume
down" to Amazon Echo and it will change the volume step by step.
However, what if we want to continually change the volume until
it sounds perfect as our expectation? Then we need to say “Alexa,
volume up" and then “Alexa, volume up" and repeat this again and
again, which is so ine�cient and laborious. Instead, after enabling
hand tracking capability, we can directly say "Alexa, change the
volume" while swiping up or down in the air and Echo will adjust
its volume by the movement of our hand. Gesture tracking can
also assist other voice commands which have scaling issues, like
the height of curtain, the temperature of stove, the degree of ther-
mostat, the brightness of lights, etc. Besides, gesture recognition
can further extend using scenarios and improve the �exibility of
always-available acoustic sensing in the environment. For instance,
if there is a baby sleeping in room, we can de�ne some typical
gestures to change TV channels, turn o� the light and so on. Fig. 1
shows some use scenarios of our proposed system.

This paper presents EchoTrack, a device-free hand movement
tracking system that only use a single smart home device with mi-
crophone and speaker array. Amazon Echo has a seven-microphone
array for picking up voices and two speakers for playing 360 omni-
directional audio, while Google only includes two microphones and
three speakers. With multiple microphones, beamforming technol-
ogy, and noise cancellation, smart speakers can hear us from any
direction even while music is playing. [1, 2] Based on the similar
setup, EchoTrack works by actively sending out self-de�ned inaudi-
ble acoustic signals, recording re�ected signal from user in each
microphone and looking at both the angle of arrival and distance
estimation. The preprocessing of received signal aims to cancel
multipath, background and body re�ections and enhance re�ected
signals from hand movement. As for Angle-of-Arrival (AOA) and
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Figure 2: Illustration of self-interference, multipath and
multi-re�ector issues in signal propagation model.

distance estimation, we proposed a novel practicable algorithm
based on the traditional methods, mainly including BeamForming
(BF), subspace approaches like MUltiple SIgnal Classi�cation (MU-
SIC), Frequency-Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW), Multiple
Frequency Continuous Wave (MFCW) estimation, etc.

While acoustic device-free tracking is attractive, enabling this on
a single smart home device involves several signi�cant challenges.

(1) The amplitude of direct path signal is absolutely dominant to
re�ected signal, so how to cancel self-interference and enhance that
weak re�ected signal becomes the �rst problem.

This is a typical problem for all device-free sensing systems. One
straight solution is using directional transmitter antenna that will
not cause self-interference problem. However, this is feasible for
RF signal, especially 60GHz [7] and light signal, but it’s hard to
send perfectly directed acoustic signal. To resolve this, we do a two-
step preprocessing procedure for the received re�ected signal: (i)
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) background signal cancellation; [8]
(ii) Re�ected signal beamforming enhancement at desired direction.

Since di�erent microphones have di�erent automatic gain val-
ues at di�erent time periods, applying AGC cancellation can help
cancel around �ve more dB than direct background subtraction
cancellation. [8]

After cancellation, the remained re�ected signal is still weak, so
our next step is to enhance it by beamforming signal at desired
estimated direction. Speci�cally, for FMCW distance estimation,
we add an additional beamformed signal to get better accuracy;
and for MUSIC, after Bartlett coarse level AOA estimation, we use
beamscan signal which is much enhanced in the desired direction
as new input to our modi�ed algorithm such that it can give us
�ner and more accurate angle estimation results.

(2) The re�ected signal is complicated, shown in Fig. 2, which
consists of multi-path signals from background environment, multiple
moving re�ectors like arm and body and di�use re�ection e�ect, so
how to extract the re�ection from ‘moving hand’ is a major issue.

A commonly used way to �gure this out is to extract dynamic
features like Doppler shift [10] or other processes in result of a
unique pattern for signal from moving object, [18] which better
eliminate the in�uence of static signals. However, these approaches
is hard to be implemented on acoustic microphone-array system,
because the re�ections from di�erent parts of body are too compli-
cated. In order to get sense of e�ects frommultipath, multi-re�ector
and di�use re�ection, we dig into their e�ects on phase changing

pattern, FMCW frequency peak position and music power spec-
trum, which gives us more insight on interference cancellation,
target re�ected signal extraction and tracking algorithm design.

Basically, the FMCW method can resist of multipath problem
since it will present di�erent peaks from di�erent multipath sig-
nals. In order to reduce the multipath in�uence on phase for AOA
estimation, we use a high-frequency sin wave multiply with a low-
frequency wave which can help reduce the multipath phase inter-
ference. In addition, one advantage of microphone array system is
that we can get multiple received signals from microphones at the
same time, which increases the diversity and robustness dealing
with the multipath problem. Last but not least, compare to �nger
tracking [17] and small objects tracking [12] in a small range within
30cm, hand movement in a larger scale will cause multiple di�use
re�ections. To solve this, we propose a two-layer angle estimation
algorithm. First we simply apply Bartlett Beamforming [15] �rst
to get a coarse range of angle of arrival since it has lower accu-
racy but is more robust to dense re�ectors. Intuitively the wide
peak of Bartlett spectrum will wrap the multiple di�use re�ections
issue. Based on this �rst estimated result, we can use beamscan
signal around this angle and then apply more accurate subspace
algorithms to get �ner result.

(3) The inaudible bandwidth is very limited, typically from 16k
to 22k, at most 24k, so that the performance of traditional wideband
approach like FMCW will degrade. How to further improve tracking
accuracy with limited bandwidth could be another challenge for us.

FMCW is a common way to estimate distance in both RF and
acoustic sensing. [8] However, its estimation accuracy will su�er if
we have small bandwidth of the sending chirp signal.

Theoretically by padding zeros when doing Fourier Transforma-
tion, the resolution of frequency bins will be smaller. In addition,
we can leverage the advantage of multi-speakers. By carefully de-
signing the distance range, we can reuse some bandwidth for two
speakers and get more estimation results. Another widely-used
method is phase distance estimation and it only use narrowband
signal. But the problem is that it is very sensitive to multipath sce-
narios. What we do is to combine FMCW and MFCW by Kalman
Filter, and it performs much better in real distance tracking.

We implemented and evaluated EchoTrack on a four-microphone-
array and two-speaker prototype system built on BeagleBone board
with Bela audio extension board.

Our contributions in this paper are as follows:

(1) We take the �rst step to do both device-free gesture tracking
and recognition on a single device with high accuracy.

(2) We model and analyze complex re�ection scenarios and
developed e�cient algorithm to cancel self-interference and
decompose multipath signals.

(3) We propose a newmodi�edAOA algorithm for hand tracking
and a hybrid distance estimation approach, which is more
robust to multipath scenarios and performs better on device-
free tracking.

(4) We built a prototype system to test and evaluate our ap-
proach and show that our system can achieve high tracking
accuracy around 1cm.
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Figure 3: System setup.

2 SYSTEM SETUP AND PRINCIPLE
This paper takes the �rst step towards leveraging acoustic signals
to enable novel human-computer interaction mechanisms such
as hand tracking and gesture recognition. In this section, we will
�rst introduce the setup of our system, including the display of
speakers and microphones, the transmitted signal, audio processing
parameters, hardware and software packages. And next we will
go through the main components of our proposed solution and
illustrate the organization of following sections.

2.1 System Setup
We implement a four-linear-microphone-array and two-speaker-
array system driven by BeagleBone Board and Bela Audio expansion
board as shown in Fig. 3 The compared ground truth data is collected
by a hanging camera.

First for the speakers, we just use common-used speakers to play
pre-generated audio wav �le. The transmitted signal is a combi-
nation of several narrowband signals and periodical linear chirps
whose. The narrowband signals are high-frequency sin waves multi-
ply with a low-frequency wave which can help reduce the multipath
phase interference:

sin(2� f ci t ) ⇤ sin(2� f0t ), i = 1...5

where f c = {16k, 16.4k, 16.8k, 17.2k, 17.6k } and f0 = 100. And for
the linear chirps, its frequency sweeps from 18 KHz to 22 KHz
during 40 ms:

cos (2� (
1
2

B

Ton
t2 + fmint )),

where B = 4k,Ton = 40ms, fmin = 18k . Typically we can assume
that the acoustic signal is inaudible if its frequency is above 16k .
And the intervals between two consecutive chirps is 10 ms to mini-
mize interference between consecutive chirps and make it easier to
synchronize the signal for subtraction cancellation.

We wrote C++ code on Beagle Bone to play wav �le and record
data from four microphones at the same time, which has sampling
rate of 44.1k . The Bela board is known as the best for audio signal
processing which has the lowest latency around 5ms . So far after
collecting data from BBB, we o�ine process the data on MATLAB.

Figure 4: EchoTrack System Overview.

2.2 EchoTrack Overview
Basically the whole process of our system can be divided into nine
components, as shown in Fig. 4. First of all, we pre-generate trans-
mitted signals for each speaker and then play them in separate
channels. At the same time, all interference and re�ected signals
will be recorded by four microphones. After getting time series
signal array from each microphone, we will do some preprocessing
procedures like self-interference cancellation, coarse angle esti-
mation and beamform enhancement and multipath and outlier
removal. This will be mainly discussed in section 3. After that, the
preprocessed data would feed into the hybrid distance estimation
and modi�ed �ne-grained angle estimation in sections 4 and 5.
With highly accurate distance and angle estimation results, we can
combine them using polar coordinates. And we have multiple di-
versities like frequency dimension, speaker and microphone, so we
can leverage them by weighted average and kalman �lter to get
more robust and accurate tracking trajectory. Evaluation results
will be shown in section 6. The conclusion remarks and future work
are provided in section 8.

3 SIGNAL PREPROCESSING
In this section, we will show how to preprocess the data right after
collecting the received signals.

3.1 Self-Interference Cancellation
As mentioned before, the amplitude of direct path signal is abso-
lutely dominant to re�ected signal, which is around 3 to 4 orders
higher. Because �rst the microphones and speakers are almost colo-
cated, and the amplitude of signal should be proportional to the
inverse of square distance. However the distance path from speaker
to hand and re�ect back to microphones could be meters long,
which will degrade much. Second, the re�ect coe�cient of hand is
not high because it is more like di�use re�ection rather than mirror
re�ection, which make the desired re�ected signal weak to weaker.

One common way to cancel the interference from the direct path
and background re�ection is subtracting the signal collected with-
out people standing in the front. In this way the self-interference
and background signal can be cancelled around 25dB. However, we
notice that di�erent microphones have di�erent automatic gain
values at di�erent time periods, so the signal collected with and
without people re�ection would have di�erent scales. To solve this,
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we can simply apply AGC (Auto Gain Control) cancellation. Sup-
pose the received samples with hand re�ection are represented by
Yi (t ) and samples without people re�ection are Yci (t ), then our
target function is

min |Yi (t ) �C ⇤ Yci (t ) |,
where C is dynamic changing scalar and i represents for di�erent
microphones. AGC cancellation is more important in our micro-
phone array system because we have multiple microphones and
each of them usually have di�erent gain values, this can signi�-
cantly in�uence the cancellation performance and angle estimation
accuracy. By applying this, we can cancel around �ve more dB than
direct background subtraction cancellation, i.e. 30dB.

3.2 Beamform Enhancement
After cancellation, the remained re�ected signal is still weak, so
our next step is to enhance it by beamforming signal at desired
estimated direction. On the one hand, for FMCW distance estima-
tion, we add an additional beamformed signal to get better accuracy.
Here we use MVDR BF algorithm to generate the desired directional
source signal. The key idea is to minimize the signal from all other
directions while maintaining the source signal from direction � .
Suppose Y is the received signal matrix with dimensionM ⇤ n,M
is the number of microphones, n is the length of time series, s (t )
is our transmitted signal, a(� ) = [1, e j2�� (� ) , ..., e j2�� (� ) (M�1)] is
the steering vector, then the target function is

minYYH

s.t.
wH (a(� )sT (t )) = sT (t )

subscribing to
wHa(� ) = 1.

The solution of weightsw is

w =
R�1ss aH (� )

a(� )R�1ss aH (� )
,

where Rss is the correlation matrix of received signal Y . So the
beamformed signal iswHY .

On the other hand, for MUSIC, after Bartlett coarse level AOA
estimation, we use beamscan signal which is much enhanced in
the desired direction as new input to our modi�ed algorithm such
that it can give us �ner and more accurate angle estimation results.
This is also part of modi�ed angle of arrival estimation algorithm,
so it will be further described in subsection 5.3

4 HYBRID DISTANCE ESTIMATION
In this section, we present our approach to measure the relative
movement distance from the hand to the speaker and microphone-
array. It mainly consists three steps. First, we study phase-based
distance measurement and present the strength and limitations of
this method. Meanwhile, we propose several solutions to overcome
the weakness and make use of phase feature. Second, we manage to
send out FMCW signals and analyze the frequency shift of received
signals to induce the time of �ight. We also design a geometric
pattern ofmultiple speakers to improve the resolution and e�ciency
of bandwidth usage. Third, according to the di�erent advantages

of these two method, we manage to integrate phase-based distance
measurement and FMCW-based distance measurement together by
Kalman Filters to smooth the trajectory and overcome some odd
points when object is moving.

4.1 Time of Flight and the system delay
All our distance measurement is deduced by time of �ight(TOF) in-
directly, which can be inferred from transmitter signal and receiver
signal. It is the time that such an object needs to travel a distance
through a medium. Here we refer to the velocity of acoustic wave
in the air at the temperature 20 �C, i.e. 343m/s .

However, there is q system delay stemming from Bela system
based on the BeagleBone Black single-board. When the board pro-
ceeds to drive the speaker module and the microphone-array mod-
ule, it is impossible to play the audio and write the receiver signal
�le simultaneously due to hardware and software processing. Al-
though Bela claims its ultra-low latency( < 1ms), it still can result
in a signi�cant error,i.e. 1ms ⇤ 343m/s = 0.343m. Fortunately, we
can induce the latency by the direct path transmission and it is
almost constant for all the time. We will introduce the experiment
on latency measurement in the FMCW paragraph in detail.

4.2 Phase Based Distance Measurement
A simple idea on time of �ight is to measure the phase change of
a periodic signal. Assume that the speaker sends out a sine wave
signal, the microphone-array will receive a same frequency sine
wave signal with the di�erence of amplitude and phase.The variance
of amplitude is mainly because of path loss. The variance of phase
is caused by time of �ight derived from the double distance between
the re�ection surface of the abject and the speaker binding with
the microphone-array. If the transmitter signal is represented as
�Tx = sin(2� f t ) and t0 is time of �ight, then we can induce the
receiver signal as below:

�Rx = sin(2� f (t � t0))
Thus, we can simply depicts relationship of phase change and

time of �ight as �� = �2� f t0. Since the initial phase of transmitter
signal is 0, we just require to compute the phase of receiver signal
of this frequency. However, since phase measurement is restricted
in the range of [0, 2� ], we can only measure the e�ective phase
change less than 2 * � to avoid the ambiguity. Thus, the maximum
range is limited to be less than 2 centimeters since we have to utilize
inaudible high frequency signal. In fact, we have to measure more
than one hundred centimeters for practical tracking.

To overcome the ambiguity of high frequency audio signal, we
explore the multiple frequency continues wave to produce the low
e�ective frequency. According to the equation �� = �2� f t0, the
phase change is proportional to frequency if we keep the time of
�ight constant. Then we can implement two sine wave signals si-
multaneously and make the di�erence of their phase change and
frequency, which can remain the proportionality. It can be demon-
strated by equations below. Assume that we transmit two sine wave
signals with frequency f1, f2.

��1 = �2� f1t0
��2 = �2� f2t0

��1 � ��2 = 2� ( f2 � f1)t0
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Figure 5: Another path cause dominant path phase shift

We can select two signals with frequency di�erence� f = 200Hz.
Thus the maximum range is up to 1.7m, which is a promising range
to track the object.

UUnfortunately, there are sveral limitations for the phased-base
distance measurement. The main problem is that phase is so sen-
sitive that it can not resist multi-path propagation. The receiver
signal can not only include re�ected signal path from main surface
of the tracked object, but also from other paths such as scattered
signal in the background, re�ection signal from some rough struc-
ture of the object as it is not a perfect plane, and especially the
re�ected signal path by the desktop and the body. These signal are
all of the same frequency and they can merge each other when
arriving at the microphone-array. In the Figure 5. Although signal
coming from another path has smaller magnitude than from the
dominant path, it can cause a small phase shift as well, which make
the measured phase change unreliable.

Although the re�ected path of the tracked object is dominated,
other paths cause a bit unpredicted phase shift in the receiver signal.
When we test the same distance with di�erent group of frequencies,
it �gures out various results with a signi�cant variance.

Second, the range is still pretty limited. Because we have to
consider the re�ected path, the actual e�ective distance is 0.85m
corresponding to di�erence frequency � f = 200Hz. The di�erence
frequency can not be too low to cause the two signal interfere
with each other. When we experiment the di�erence frequency
� f = 100Hz, the measurement is quite weird as we can observe
many random phase tendency.

It is not accurate to derive the relative distance between a speaker
and the object by utilizing the frequency di�erence of multiple fre-
quency signals, but it is possible to derive small relative distance
change by observing phase change of a single frequency signal.
When the object just moves in a short period(< 50ms), we can
�gure out how much the phase changes. Since it is observed in a
small time slot, the re�ection of multi-path is similar and not able
to cause the phase to deviate from ground truth too much. Mean-
while, with the combinations of the microphone-array and multiple
signals, we can fully make most of frequency diversity to average
the decrease the deviation. There will be signi�cant accumulated
errors for a large distance change due to its limitations. When con-
sidering about small distance change in several milliseconds, the
small phase change is convincing. If we combine continues relative
distance change with relative distance based on another distance
measurement method, the result could gain more con�dence.

Figure 6: Two peaks from hand and body

4.3 FMCW Based Distance Measurement
Frequency Modulated Continuous Waveform(FMCW) is a short-
range measuring radar set capable of determining distance, which
can achieve high estimation accuracy with moderate bandwidth
usage. FMCW approach lets the speaker to transmit repetitive chirp
signal every period. In each chirp, it includes a sine wave with
frequency sweeping linearly from fmin to fmax ,i.e. f = fmin +

B
T t .

Here B refers to the Bandwidth. T refers to sweep time. Then we
can represent the transmitter signal in n � th chirp as below:

�tx = cos (2� ( fmint +
B

2T
t2))

Microphone-Array can receive the re�ected chirp signal with a shift
of time of �ight t0. We just need to focus on each chirp because it
is su�cient to induce time delay between transmitter signal and
receiver signal. According to Mao et elThe receiver mixes (i.e.,
multiplies) the received signal with the transmitted signal and �nds
a low frequency peak fp , which refers to the frequency shift due to
time of �ight. When the velocity of the object is close to 0 compared
to the velocity of sound, the time of �ight t0and the length of whole
path Distcan be derived as :

t0 =
fpT

B

Dist =
fpcT

B
c refers to the velocity of the acoustic wave.

FMCW is capable to resist multi-path propagation. Signals on
di�erent path will reveal in diverse peaks in the spectral density.
The dominant path commonly has a peak with largest magnitude
and others have much lower peaks. They will not merge each other
unless they have few di�erence on the path length. It may be even
possible to distinguish peaks by their relative frequency di�erence.
In the Figure 6.it shows the spectral density of one chirp mixing
signal extracted from the product of transmitter signal and receiver
signal collected by the re�ection of moving hand. There is a main
peak of 514 Hz and another smaller peak at 790Hz. The relative
frequency di�erence is 276Hz, corresponding to a distance of 95
cm. It is consistent to a double distance of the body and the hand.
Considering about another possible path, going by the surface of
the desk, it seems not to reveal in the spectrum because the energy
decrease a lot due to more than one re�ection.

The unambiguous range of FMCW measurement is determined
by the sweeping time of each chirp. It is represented as cT . There
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is a tradeo� between the sweep time and resolution. If we choose
longer sweep time, we have the assumption that the object is nearly
static during this period. If we have some movements in fact, there
will be a sharp increment or decrement between two chirps. If we
choose shorter sweep time which causes fewer samples in each
chirp, the unambiguous range will decrease and fewer data for each
chirp will degrade the performance in �nding the correct peak. We
balance this tradeo� by combing continuous phased-based distance
measurement. We will discuss it in the section Kalman Filters later.

The main limitation of FMCW is the theoretical resolution is
restricted by the bandwidth. Fast Fourier Transform results least
frequency gap of the chirp frequency 1

T . The real peak is covered
by the frequency gap and we can only observe the two approximate
peaks distributed two sides of this peak. One unit peak frequency
gap corresponds to a smaller interval with higher bandwidth. The
resolution is derived as �t = 1

B . However, the inaudible frequency
range is pretty limited by performance of the speaker and the
microphone-array. It is mostly less than 4K Hz in our setup, which
results a high resolution. We have proposed several techniques to
estimate the real peak from the limited samples. One solution is to
pad 0 signal after each chirp up to one second samples. It will not
change the e�ective signal components and deduce frequency gap
to 1Hz. The peak should be more close to the real one.

Another advantage of FMCW is the capability to avoid accu-
mulation errors. Each computation for time of �ight is based on
independent chirp and not a�ected by previous chirp. There may be
the tail of a chirp intersect into the head of next chirp and produce
another constant frequency signal. If the frequency shift is small,
the other constant frequency signal is large and the power is too
low to be ignored. If the frequency shift is large, the other constant
frequency signal cannot be ignored. We can pad some 0 signals as
a label in the transmitter signal for synchronizing with the receiver
signal. We can adapt our chirp to the o�set of receiver signal in
the mixing processing. Thus, each distance is independent and the
outliers can be discovered and removed with knowledge of previous
chirps.

As we have mentioned before, the system itself has a time de-
lay between playing audio and writing receiver signal, which can
cause a constant distance shift for each measurement. To measure
such a delay accurately, we propose to utilize direct path FMCW
transmission with high bandwidth to measure a group of ground
truth and induce the constant delay. Such a direct path can have
a much stronger power than other path, which ensure to �nd the
accurate peak.

4.4 Utilizing Diversity
Diversity is an e�ective technique to robust the measurement and
decrease deviations. As we have mentioned before, we can transmit
multiple frequencies to assist to mitigate the e�ect of multi-path
propagation in phase-based distance measurement. Di�erent fre-
quencies have various phase change on a same path. By removing
some weird measurement and combining other measurement to-
gether to �t a best distance change trace. it will return a more
promising result comparing to a single frequency.

We have deployed a microphone-array with four microphones
as well. They are separated each other with a short distance, which

is not obvious to a�ect the di�erence of their measurements a lot.
It gives more measurements at a time and makes it easier to �nd
the outliers and search peaks in a reasonable range.

We can explore more potential diversity in the measurement.
We can utilize more speakers to measurement the distance and
gain distance diversity. It returns multiple independent distance
measurements and we can merge them accurately together by geo-
metric model. In FMCW measurements, it helps us to remove the
errors related to the distance itself. Due to the limited sampling rate
and resolution in �nding peaks, each distance could have a related
error to its measurements, which can not be eliminated by measur-
ing it multiple times directly. If we use two speakers separated with
a distance � and place the microphone-array in the middle of them.
The object face to the middle of microphone-array. Each speakers
can send out di�erent FMCW chirps with bandwidth overlapping
and measure two independent distance l1,L2. Then we can induce
the relative distance from the middle of the microphone-array to
the object as:

Dist =

s
l21 + l

2
2 � �2

2
8

In our experiments, the accuracy improve a lot in this method.
Further, we can explore more speakers for a more robust geometric
model.

4.5 Kalman Filters
Although FMCW can measure the static object accurately, there
are some problems when we moving the object. As we compute
the distance in each chirp of a period, which is 50ms in our setup,
the distance change by the time is a step function. It is not equal
to the contiguous movement in the real world. When we compare
the trajectory with ground truth, there are sharp increments or
decrements at times. To supervise and improve FMCWperformance,
we propose to take account of FMCW distance measurement with
phase-based distance change measurement into Kalman Filters to
robust and improve the measurement.

Kalman �ltering is an algorithm that uses a series of measure-
ments observed over time, containing statistical noise and other
inaccuracies, and produces estimates of unknown variables that
tend to be more accurate than those based on a single measure-
ment alone, by estimating a joint probability distribution over the
variables for each timeframe. In our case, we have proposed two
independent approaches to estimate the distance at present. FMCW
measurement is more reliable but it is step function. Phase-based
distance change measurement is contiguous but it is sensitive to
multi-path and not so accurate. We can integrate them by one
dimensional Kalman �ltering. It can be regarded as weighted arith-
metic mean of these two measurement. In FMCW measurement,
each chirp corresponds to a distance. When considering the dis-
tance of n�th chirp, we combine the phase distance change of these
two chirps to modify the original next chirp distance. The combi-
nation is based on the covariance of the two measurements from
beginning to n � th chirp. Finally, the FMCW distance is revised to
be a more smooth trace.
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Figure 7: Basics of MUSIC

5 MODIFIED FINE-GRAINED AOA
Basically the AOA algorithms can be divided into two categories:
Beamforming-Basedmethods and Subspace-Based approaches. Gen-
erally speaking, subspace-based approaches have much higher ac-
curacy than Beamforming. However, in real traces, each of them
has their own advantages for device-free acoustic tracking. So in
this section, we will �rst introduce the basics of Bartlett and MU-
SIC algorithm, and then show their comparison on real traces, and
�nally give our new proposed modi�ed AOA approach, which has
higher accuracy and robustness.

5.1 Basics of Bartkett and MUSIC
As shown in Fig. 7, suppose we have M antennas and each one
collected received signal �i (t ), i = 1...M , and the distance among
the microphones is � . Then we can get the steering vector

a(� ) = [1, e j2�� (� ) , ..., e j2�� (� ) (M�1)]T .

If the transmitted signal is S (t ) and noise matrix is N . Then the
received matrix should be equals to

Y = AS + N .

The simplest BF algorithm is Bartlett algorithm, which just mag-
nify the signal from source direction by compensating the phase
shift:

wm = e j2�� (� ) (m�1) .
Then the weighted signal X = wHY would be maximized when
� = �0. So the power spectrum would be:

P (� ) = XXH = (wHY ) (YHw ) = wHR��w = aH (� )R��a(� ),

where R�� is the correlation matrix.
MUSIC is the most common used subspace method for AOA

estimation. The basic idea is get noise space by eigenvalue decom-
position and �nd the direction that most proportional to the noise
space.

We can decompose the covariance matrix Rxx as

Rxx = E[YYH ] = ARssA
H + � 2I ,

where ARssAH spans signal subspace and � 2I represents noise
space. Using eigenvalue decomposition we can get noise space
vectors Q . Then the power spectrum would be:

p (� ) =
1

aH (� )QQHa(� )
.

The peaks in the power spectrum would be the sources angle of
arrival.

Figure 8: Comparison between Bartleet and MUSIC

5.2 BF vs Subspace
Although theoretically MUSIC should always be more accurate
than Bartlett as shown in Fig. 8, there still exist many situations
that BF algorithm can outperform subspace approach. We can see
in Fig. 8, the left �gure shows the power spectrum of Bartlett and
the right one shows the MUSIC spectrum. The width of the peak
can be seen as its resolution, and MUSIC gives a really sharp peak
result. However, MUSIC is more sensitive to gain and phase errors,
and also sensitive to coherent multipath.

Considering this, we tested the performance of many kinds of
AOA algorithms in di�erent scenarios. We found that in most cases,
MUSIC can beat other beamform algorithms. But it still has some
limitations: �rst, sometimes it gives big outliers and ambiguous
symmetric peaks; Second, it’s hard to detect relatively large objects
in near-�eld and hard to give accurate result of di�use re�ections.
However, just because the low resolution of Bartlett, it is more
robust to element perturbations and it does not need for a priori
knowledge of speci�c statistical property. In addition, large objects
in near-�eld can be merged into the wide peak spectrum. So in the
next subsection, we want to propose a new way to leverage the
bene�ts of both BF and MUSIC and also make some modi�cations
to make it more robust to multipath scenarios.

5.3 Modi�ed AOA Algorithm
After discovering the advantages and disadvantages of BF and sub-
space approaches, we can combine them as a whole. Before that, we
also make some small modi�cations that help to degrade coherent
multipath and smooth the result.

Modi�ed MUSIC Since narrowband signal is more likely to be
coherent to each other in multipath scenarios, we can calculate the
covariance matrix forward and backward, and then do eigenvector
decomposition on the summation of them. To be speci�c, we �rst
calculate the forward covariance matrix by

Rss = Y ⇤ YH .

And then �ip the received signal matrix Y , which means we cal-
culate the angle from the reverse order of microphone array. And
also take the complex conjugate of �ipped Y :

Yr = conj ( f lip (Y )),

Rrss = Yr ⇤ YrH .
Finally, we take the sum of Rss and Rrss . This way, we can remove
some multipath outliers in the �rst place.
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Figure 9: Modi�ed AOA

Spatial Smoothing Spatial smoothing creates a smaller aver-
aged covariance matrix over L maximum overlapped subarrays. L
is a positive integer less than N . The resulting covariance matrix
has dimensions (N � L + 1)-by-(N � L + 1). Spatial smoothing is
useful when two or more signals are correlated.

Coarse Near Estimation As we discussed before, Bartlett has
better result in near �eld. So here follows our proposed procedure as
Fig. 9. First we get a coarse angle of arrival estimation � by Bertlett
Beamform.

Beamspace Beamforming Based on this, we use MVDR beam-
forming described in subsection 3.2 to generate a beamspaced signal
matrix. We can generate the new received signal near coarse esti-
mation � as

x (t ) = wH s (t ).

Modi�ed Smoothed MUSIC And after that, we just do Modi-
�ed MUSIC on the beamspace signal matrix. Then

Rxx = XXH = wHXXHw = wHRssw .

Finally, the power spectrum of modi�ed AOA algorithm is

Pm(� ) =
aH (� )wwHa(� )

aH (� )wQQHwHa(� )

Improvement of our modi�ed AOA estimation can be found in
evaluation section.

5.4 Combine multiple frequencies
Since we have multiple narrowband signals 2.1, how to combine
them better is the last step for us.

Frequency Diversity We use frequency diversity to mitigate
themultipath e�ect. Thewavelengths of di�erent sound frequencies
are di�erent. Thus, the phases of the same multipath component
are di�erent under di�erent frequencies, and the phase changes
under di�erent frequencies are also di�erent.

Outlier Removal We also use outlier detection methods to
smooth the results by medium �ltering and leveraging the pre-
vious results as inputs for next estimation.

6 EVALUATION
We implement a four-linear-microphone-array and two-speaker-
array system driven by BeagleBone Board and Bela Audio expansion
board. The compared ground truth data is collected by a hanging
camera.

Figure 10: Largest Measurement range Test

6.1 Micro Benchmarks
Distance Measurement Evaluation:First we have to measure
the system delay by direct path FMCW distance measurement.
We have to verify that the system delay is nearly constant and
doesn’t a�ect the distance measurement after we remove the delay
in computation. We select a large bandwidth 12KHz and sweep
time of 1 second to make the results more accurately. According to
Table 1, we can induce the real time of �ight by the ground truth
and compared to the time of �ight derived from the peak frequency.
Finally, we can �gure out a group of system delay. The average
system delay is 1.250ms in our set up.

Table 1: Direct Path Distance Measurement

Ground Truth(cm) Time of �ight(ms) Delay(ms)

8.0 1.458 1.225
12.5 1.625 1.261
20.6 1.875 1.274
27.1 2.042 1.252
36.0 2.292 1.242
47.2 2.625 1.249

The e�ective range of the FMCW measurement is promising
even though signal power is quite low due to the path loss. We
experiment on the re�ected by gradually increasing the distance
from the object and a single speaker. We test the distance from
50cm to 550 cm by every 50cm. According to Figure 10, the FMCW
distance measurement is still e�ective when the distance is 5 meters.
Some outliers at the border is caused by changing and adapting the
object’s position. The results re�ect that our FMCW implementation
is capable to �nd the correct peaks in a long range and a low power.

We explore the accuracy gain by two speakers measurement
compared to one speaker measurement. It improves the accuracy
of more than one centimeter to less than 2mm when the relative
direction of object to themiddle of themicrophone-array is from 60�
to 120� and less than 5mm when the relative direction is less than
30� or more than 150�. Hand is not feasible to measure the ground
truth because we have not de�ned how to measure the distance
between the speakers and the hand and hands tend to shake slightly
during the experiment. It will confuse the ground truth and make it
unreliable. Thus, we choose a box as the object to test the accuracy
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of FMCW distance measurement. We focus on whether multiple
speakers gain better accuracy. Thus, it is su�cient to choose the
box as the object and measurement the real ground truth. The
measurement combines the four microphones measurement by
averaging the distance except the outliers. Table 2 shows parts of
distance we have measured. The promising improvement shows
the probability to degrade errors due to the resolution of FMCW
measurement by distance diversity.

Table 2: Comparison for Single Speaker and Double Speaker
in Static Box Distance Measurement

Ground Truth(cm) Direction(�) Single (cm) Double (cm)

50.00 30 - 50.46
50.00 60 51.84 49.95
50.00 90 51.30 49.81
50.00 120 51.69 50.01
46.19 60 - 45.96

We also experiment the performance on measuring the distance
to a moving object. We follow the arc from 54� to 126� with the ra-
dius of 50cm, which is the distance to the middle of the microphone-
array. However, it is quite di�cult to measure the ground truth
because it is not possible to keep the direction and distance ac-
curately when moving the box by hand. We have also tried use a
camera to record the tracking the trace, but the camera has non-
negotiable distortions and the height of the box can cause another
perspective distortions into the video. Thus, there is not a real
ground truth for a moving object, but we can estimate the worst
case of error by regarding the trace as an ideal circle. According to
Figure 11, even in the worst case, we can still get the max error less
than 1.5cm.

Figure 11: Distance change when following the arc trace

Angle-of-Arrival Evaluation: Next, we evaluate the accuracy
and robustness of AOA estimation for EchoTrack.

Experiment: We run experiments in the following scenario: we
move our hand from �90 degree to 50 degree. The results are shown
in Fig. 12. The x-axis represents time in seconds, and y-axis repre-
sents the result angle value in degree. We collect the background
signal for cancellation in the �rst 10 seconds and no body re�ec-
tions. The �rst �gure shows that if we only use BF to estimate
AOA, there will be many large outliers, which is too bad to use

for tracking. The second �gure is the result of modi�ed soothing
MUSIC. We can see it’s much smoother and accurate. However,
there is still some range, like 40s � 60s , out of its working �eld. We
can see that the third �gure is our �nal modi�ed AOA result. the
result angle start from �90 to around 50. Our proposed modi�ed
smoothing AOA algorithm shows its better performance on angle
estimation.

6.2 System Benchmark
Finally, we will draw our tracking trajectory compared with camera-
based approach.

EchoTrack Trajectory:
After getting the distance estimation d (t ) and angle of arrival

estimation � (t ), we can draw our 2D trajectory result by polar
coordinates [d (t )cos (� (t )),d (t )sin(� (t )]. As shown in Fig. 13, the x
and y axises are 2D position coordinates, and the blue line is draw
by camera ground-truth result, and the red line is our tracking
trajectory. Basically, we can see that we can achieve the similar trace
of half circle and have small errors. The overall median tracking
error is about 1cm.

7 RELATEDWORK
We classify the related work based on the types of the signals and
techniques used for tracking.

Acoustic Based Tracking:TOA and TDOA ranging systems
using soundwaves has a good ranging accuracy of a few centimeters
because acoustic signals have slow propagation speed, which results
in short wave length and improves accuracy. [9, 19]. However, most
existing sound based tracking systems are not device-free as they
can only track a device that transmits or receives sound signals
[9, 19]. For example, AAMouse measures the Doppler shifts of the
sound waves transmitted by a smart phone to track the phone itself
with an accuracy of 1.4 cm [17]. In comparison, our approach is
device-free as we use the acoustic signals re�ected by an object,
like box or hand. The problems are more challenging because the
signal re�ected by the object has much weaker energy compared
to the signal travelled through the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) path and
the re�ection has more multi-path.

Most sound based device-free gesture recognition systems use
the Doppler e�ect of the sound re�ected by hands [6]. Such systems
do not have tracking capability because Doppler shift can only
provide the coarse-grainedmeasurement of the speed or direction of
hand/�nger movements due to the limited frequency measurement
precision [[6]. Compared with such systems, we utilize inaudible
high frequency acoustic signals with a simple deployment of setup,
which can be integrated with the newest hubs like Amazon Echo,
Google Home etc.

RF Based Tracking: RF has been widely used for localization
and tracking. However, as the propagation speed of light is almost
one million times faster than the speed of sound, it is very di�cult
to achieve �ne-grained distance measurements through RF signals.
For example, ArrayTrack [14] is a pioneering �ne-grained tracking
system based on WiFi by using an array of antennas. It achieves a
median error of 23 cm using 16 antennas. RF-IDraw [11] achieves
high resolution and low ambiguity by placing 8 RFID antennas
with di�erent spacing. Its median error is 3.7 cm. 60 GHz RF signals
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Figure 12: Comparison between Bartleet, MUSIC, and Midi�ed AOA

Figure 13: EchoTrack Trajectory

have the wavelength of centimeters level. mTrack[13] achieves high
tracking accuracy by leveraging the phase of 60 GHz RF signals as
well as sophisticated hardware. The key advantage of our system
over mTrack is that we use speakers and microphones that already
exist on most mobile devices to perform device-free tracking.

Other sensor based tracking: IMU sensors can be utilized for
motion tracking as well. However, its tracking error accumulates
rapidly over time due to noisymeasurements and the need of double
integration [16]. Kinect [4] uses depth sensors and Wii [5] uses
infrared cameras to track movement. They both require line-of-
sight and have limited accuracy. LeapMotion [3] uses sophisticated
vision techniques to recognize a wide range of gestures. However,
such systems have a limited viewing angle and are susceptible to
lighting condition changes. Acoustic-based tracking is generally
more e�cient and �exible: its signal processing cost is low and it
works under di�erent lighting conditions and often without line-
of-sight.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we take the �rst step towards device-free gesture track-
ing on a single device with high accuracy. We present EchoTrack,
and �rst analyze complex re�ection scenarios and developed e�-
cient algorithm to cancel self-interference and resolve multipath
signals. We also propose a new modi�ed AOA algorithm for hand

tracking and a hybrid distance estimation approach, which is more
robust to multipath scenarios and performs better on device-free
tracking. Our prototype system collaborates that our system can
achieve high tracking accuracy.

EchoTrack has the following features: �rst, it’s a device-free
gesture tracking system based on common-used smart speaker plat-
form; second, it works in both near-�eld and near-far-�eld ranges;
furthermore, we can achieve pretty high tracking accuracy; last but
not least, our proposed system is consist to Echo and other smart
speaker setup and easy to mount on without additional hardware
changes.

There are still many directions for us to further improve this
project. For example, we can further improve the interference and
multipath cancellation by channel estimation approach. Another
way that worth to try is successive cancellation. Furthermore, how
to further combine fmcw peak and music is a promising direction.
And also, our system can be extended to 2D antenna array to achieve
3D tracking.
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